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ABSTRACT: The cold crystallization mechanism of 1-{[4′-(4″-nitrophenylazo)phenyloxy]}-
hexyl-3-methyl-1H-imidazol-3-ium tetrafluoroborate ionic liquid crystal was investigated based
on thermal analysis, structural analysis, infrared spectroscopy, and quantum chemical
calculations. By conducting thorough structural characterization, we found that the prerequisite
for cold crystallization is the irreversible molecular conformational alteration induced by the
initial heating of the as-grown crystal into a smectic liquid crystal. The originally linear cation
molecule bends and forms a step-stair conformation that persists throughout the subsequent
heating and cooling processes as phase transition occurs from the crystal phase to the liquid
crystal phase and then to the isotropic liquid phase. The formation of cold crystal occurs
because of the choice of molecular stability over crystalline stability. Given the exothermic
anomaly exhibited upon heating generic crystals to cold crystals, these findings demonstrate the
promising potential of this ionic liquid crystal for thermal energy storage applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cold crystallization is a unique phenomenon in which
crystallization accompanying exothermal anomaly occurs
when a material is heated within a temperature range below
its melting point. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
analysis of crystalline materials that exhibit cold crystallization
has demonstrated that the liquid state leads to a deep
supercooled state without crystallization during cooling, and
cold crystallization occurs via glass transition on subsequent
heating. Therefore, the state of the material prior to cold
crystallization is storing excess thermal energy. Several studies
on thermal energy-storing materials have been inspired by this
cold crystallization phenomenon.1−4

Most materials that exhibit cold crystallization have a slow
rate of crystallization from the liquid to the solid phase.
Previous studies have typically investigated polymeric materi-
als,5−7 but recent research has focused on smaller molecular
materials, such as ionic liquids,8,9 liquid crystals,10−12 organic
materials,3,13−17 and metal complexes.2,18−26 Most of these
studies focus on the thermal behavior of these materials (e.g.,
macroscopic heat absorption and emission), and only a few
studies have investigated the molecular structural features
associated with such thermal behavior or presented guidelines
for designing molecules applicable for thermal energy
storage.2,18,19,26

Previous studies on mono-molecular crystalline materials
(e.g., nickel−Schiff base complexes) have provided two
important guidelines for designing molecules that exhibit
cold crystallization.2,18,19 First, the molecule should contain a
flexible moiety to increase the degree of molecular motion.

Second, the liquid (molten) state should consist of several
isomers that can undergo structural changes to disrupt the
uniformity of the system. Application of these guidelines have
successfully led to the realization of cold crystals in two-
component molecular systems25 and compounds showing
proton tautomerization.19

From a molecular structural perspective, Honda et al.
highlighted the need for the molecules to contain a π-
conjugated rigid core and flexible alkyl chains for cold
crystallization.26 It is not surprising that many such
compounds exhibit properties characteristic of liquid crystals,
i.e., anisotropic molecules phase transition to and from a partial
long-range order mediated by molecular motion.27 In this
sense, a subset of compounds known as ionic liquid crystals, in
which the mesogenic units are charged ions exhibiting high
degrees of translational and rotational mobilities together with
partial orientational and positional orders, are especially
attractive candidates for cold crystallization.28−33 This is
because of the coexistence of strong ionic character and the
molecular structural degree of freedom, allowing enhanced
manipulation of the thermodynamic properties of cold
crystallization.34−37 We note that ionic liquid crystals are
distinguished from ionic liquids, which form a larger set of
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compounds consisting of ions but not necessarily presenting
the character of liquid crystals.38−44 Ionic liquid crystals tend
to have melting points below 100 °C (373 K),32−34 which is
favorable for thermal energy applications below 200 °C (473
K).45 However, their glass transition temperatures (Tg) are
approximately two-thirds of their melting point temperatures
(Tm), which is generally referred to as the two-third rule.46−48

Thus, a material with a melting point around 100 °C (373 K)
likely shows a Tg below room temperature −24 °C (249 K).
For thermal energy storage (retention) applications (for
example, use of exhaust heat in automobiles) at room
temperature, such materials would be practically unstable
and lead to abnormal heat dissipation as they would be in the
liquid phase.
Based on the above argument, we focused on the cold

crystallization of an ionic liquid crystal that partially crystallizes
during the cooling process, 1-{[4′-(4″-nitrophenylazo)-
phenyloxy]}hexyl-3-methyl-1H-imidazol-3-ium tetrafluorobo-
rate (1-Bf). This molecule has an azobenzene core and a
flexible alkyl group with an imidazolium moiety at the end.37 It
exhibits deep supercooling of the smectic phase during cooling,
crystallization near room temperature, and cold crystallization
upon reheating. Therefore, 1-Bf is a promising thermal energy
storage material that ensures thermal cycling stability at room
temperature. However, the structural evolution leading to the
formation of cold crystals has not been elucidated for this
compound.

This study aimed to determine the molecular and crystal
structure of the cold crystal phase in 1-Bf and elucidate its cold
crystallization mechanism based on thermal analysis, structural
analysis, infrared spectroscopy, and quantum chemical
calculations.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Structural Analysis of the Polymorphic Crystals.

Single-crystal XRD of 1-Bf revealed a structure with an
azobenzene moiety and an imidazolium moiety bonded by an
alkyl chain (Figure 1A). The molecules in the α-Cr exhibited a
linear alkyl chain between the azobenzene and imidazolium
moieties (Figure 1B), which is referred to as the linear form
(L-form). On the other hand, the molecules in the β-Cr
showed a single bend between the azobenzene and
imidazolium moieties, which we call as the step-stair form
(SS-form).
The least-square planes of the two aromatic rings of the

azobenzene moiety were defined as Π1 (C1-C6) and Π2 (C7-
C12). In α-Cr, the angle between the normal vectors of Π1 and
Π2 was 16.6°. The dihedral angle O3−C13−C14−C15 (C17−
C18−N4−C19) was defined as ϕ1 (ϕ2) and measured as ϕ1 =
177.5° (ϕ2 = −58.0°) in α-Cr as shown in Figure 1B (left).
The vertical distance (ξ) between Π2 and C18 was 0.8 Å
(Figure 1C, left). On the other hand, in β-Cr, the angle
between the Π1 and Π2 rings was 1.2°, indicating that there is
negligible twist between these two surfaces. The two dihedral

Figure 1. (A) Molecular structure of 1-Bf and (B) atomic numbering and ORTEP drawings of α-Cr (Left) and β-Cr (Right) determined from
single-crystal X-ray diffraction, where the hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. The molecules were viewed along the (B) face and (C) edge of
the coordination plane. The planes, angles, and vertical distance are defined as follows: Π1, C1-C6 ring plane in the azobenzene moiety; Π2, C7-
C12 ring plane in the azobenzene moiety; ϕ1, the dihedral angle, O3−C13−C14−C15; ϕ2, the dihedral angle, C17−C18−N4−C19; ξ, the vertical
distance between Π2 and C18 on the lower edge-on view.
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angles were ϕ1 = 67.7° and ϕ2 = 59.8°, as shown in Figure 1B
(right). The vertical distance (ξ) was 4.8 Å (Figure 1C, right).
The crystal structures of α-Cr and β-Cr projected on the a- and
b-axes are shown in Figure S1A−D, respectively.
To study the structural changes associated with cold

crystallization, the crystal structure of the synthesized bulk
sample must be determined. The powder patterns simulated
based on the determined crystal structures of the three selected
single crystals were in excellent agreement with those of the
bulk sample obtained via SAXS and XRD analyses at room
temperature (Figure 2). Note that we observed no apparent
changes of the cold crystal sample as it was cooled while
sampling from the DSC pan (Figure S2).

Regarding the structure of the three crystals, the bulk
samples of the β-Cr (Sample-II) and cc-Cr (Sample-III) were
almost identical, whereas the bulk samples of the α-Cr
(Sample-I) differed from these two. The packing similarity
was confirmed using Mercury software,49 and the β-Cr and cc-
Cr produced an RMS score of 0.060 (15 out of 15 molecules in
common).
2.2. Thermal Behavior. DSC analysis of the initial crystal

revealed that 1-Bf underwent a series of phase transitions
(Figure 3). They are, namely, from the initial crystal phase (α-
Cr) to the liquid crystal phase (SmA) (Tm1−1: 123.6 °C) and
melting from SmA to an isotropic liquid phase (Iso) (Tm1−2:
155.1 °C) during the first heating process. Upon cooling, a
phase transition from Iso to SmA (Tc1−1: 155.0 °C) and
crystallization from SmA (Tc1−2: 37.6 °C) to an intermediate
supercooled crystalline phase i-Cr, the details of which will be
given later, were observed. The second heating cycle involved
recrystallization (i.e., cold crystallization, Tcc: 42.2 °C) that
transformed the cc-Cr to SmA (Tm2−1: 115.9 °C) and finally to
Iso (Tm2−2: 154.9 °C). We note that a glass transition (Tg) was
not observed in the cooling process, and the endothermic peak
anomaly observed immediately before the exothermic anomaly
upon heating around Tcc is identified as a glass transition
partially coupled to the cold crystallization, based on a series of
sweep rate dependent thermal analysis (Figure S4).
The detailed thermodynamic characteristics of each thermal

anomaly are given in Table S1. The cold crystal in the second

heating cycle exhibited a melting point (Tm2−1) 7.7 °C lower
than that of the initial crystal (Tm1−1), indicating that the cold
crystal was thermodynamically less stable than the initial
crystal (Figure 3 and Table S1). The thermal behavior of the
crystal beyond the third thermal cycle was similar to the
second cycle. These observations, reproducing the thermal
behavior reported by Zhang et al.,37 set a firm platform on
which to investigate the structural evolution of this ionic liquid
during the heat cycles.

2.3. Structural Evolution during the Cold Crystal-
lization Process. The relationship between the thermal
behavior leading to cold crystallization and the corresponding
crystal structures is a very important aspect of the cold
crystallization mechanism. The structural relationship between
the initial crystal phase, the crystal phase while cooling, and the
cold crystal phase is of particular interest. In this study, we
focused on the molecular conformation constituting the crystal
and unveiled its thermal and the crystallization behaviors
comprehensively by employing SAXS, XRD-DSC, and FTIR
analyses and quantum chemical calculations.
The SAXS and XRD-DSC results of the first cooling process

are presented in Figure 4A−C. The starting sample was
Sample-I (α-Cr). The SAXS pattern exhibited a peak at 2θ =
7.7 ° in the initial crystalline state at room temperature (Figure
4A-i). The higher angle diffraction pattern of the initial crystal
state disappeared upon heating to approximately 180 °C,
indicating the loss of long-range order in the system (Figure

Figure 2. Experimental SAXS-XRD analysis of Sample-I (blue line),
Sample-II (red line), and Sample-III (green line) at room temperature
compared to the calculated patterns determined independently based
on the crystal structures for α-Cr, β-Cr, and cc-Cr. The 2θ values
correspond to those using λ of Cu Kα radiation.

Figure 3. DSC traces of 1-Bf at a scanning rate of ±5.0 °C min−1,
where fusion is denoted by Tm1−1, Tm1−2, Tm2−1, and Tm2−2, cold
crystallization by Tcc, and crystallization by Tc1−1, Tc1−2, Tc2−1, and
Tc2−2. The starting sample was Sample-I (α-Cr).
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4B-iv). During the cooling process of the sample from
approximately 180 °C, the sample underwent several
transitions. Upon cooling from Iso to SmA, a strong pair of
peaks appeared below Tc1−1 (155.0 °C) in the SAXS profile
(Figure 4A-ii), which persisted till approximately Tc1−2 (37.6
°C) (Figure 4A). We attributed these peaks to the diffraction
from the layer normal in the SmA phase, given that their
positions (2θ = 2.8 and 5.7°) are close to the diffraction from
the (001) and (002) planes in the crystalline phase. The broad
pattern in the higher angle XRD persisted between Tc1−1 and
Tc1−2 (Figure 4B). Interestingly, continued cooling below Tc1−2
induced a transition from SmA to i-Cr, leading to the
emergence of a diffraction pattern, namely, the broadened
SAXS peaks at 2θ = 3.0−3.3 and 6.0−6.6 °, suggestive of c-axis
contraction to varying degrees (Figure 4A-iii), distinct from
that of the initial crystal (α-Cr). The peak broadening in SAXS
is observed upon cooling the SmA phase below Tc1−2 and is
concomitant with the development of the in-plane long-range
order as seen from the broad peaks in the range of 15−20° and
25−30° in Figure 4B. Therefore, we believe that the sample
consists of crystals with varying lattice constants in this phase,
which is giving rise to the peak broadening in SAXS. We note
that this i-Cr phase also consists of amorphous regions as
evidenced by the glass transition upon heating prior to the cold

crystallization at Tcc in the DSC curve, which favorably
stabilize the crystals with varying lattice constants. Interest-
ingly, the lattice spacing estimated from the SAXS peaks in i-Cr
lies in between the value for SmA and cc-Cr (β-Cr), consistent
with the role of i-Cr acting as a precursor to the formation of
the cold crystal from the uniaxially ordered phase. These SAXS
and XRD results strongly suggest the formation of a different
crystalline phase. Upon heating, no change in the diffraction
pattern was observed until approximately 40 °C. The
exothermal anomaly (cold crystallization) observed at temper-
atures exceeding Tcc (42.2 °C) via Tg was accompanied by the
appearance of a sharp diffraction pattern resembling the β-Cr
(Figure 5B-ix). In the SAXS region above Tcc, the broadened
SAXS peaks in the i-Cr phase shifted to higher angles in the
001 and 002 reflections of β-Cr (cc-Cr) (Figure 5A-vi and
Figure S5). In addition, the exothermal anomaly at Tcc in the
DSC pattern (Figures 3 and 5C) consists of two peaks
suggestive of a two-step cold crystallization process associated
with the contraction of the SmA layer spacing.
Crystallization generally involves crystal nucleation and

growth of nucleus.50,51 Two characteristic features of the cold
crystallization process are the promotion of nucleation as the
supercooled glassy state gradually gains mobility with increase
in temperature and the presence of a maximum temperature

Figure 4. (A) SAXS, (B) XRD-DSC analysis, and (C) DSC (black line: temperature; red line: heat flow) of 1-Bf during the first cooling process
compared with the calculated diffraction patterns based on the independently determined initial single-crystal structure. The 2θ values correspond
to those using λ of Cu Kα radiation. The intensities of the SAXS (4 ≤ 2θ/° ≤ 8) measurements are multiplied by a factor of two for clarity. The
starting sample was Sample-I (α-Cr).
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for nucleation above which the cold crystallization process is
diffusion limited.52,53 In this study, nucleation is fast judging
from the small separation between Tg and Tcc and the
diffusion-controlled region is rate-limiting, which is evident
from the wide temperature range of the Tcc peak (around 40 to
70 °C). This is reasonable given the large difference in the size
of the cations and the anions, as well as the steric hindrance of
the cations through which the anions must diffuse. Specifically,
nuclei were formed from SmA and subsequently grew into i-Cr
by aggregating into microcrystals that served as the seed crystal
for the growth of the β-Cr. In other words, the i-Cr acted as an
intermediate crystal phase for the formation of the cc-Cr (β-
Cr). Further heating of cc-Cr (β-Cr) resulted in a transition to
SmA stabilized between Tm2−1 (115.9 °C) and Tm2−2 (154.9
°C), which was accompanied by a shift in the 001 and 002
reflections in the cc-Cr (β-Cr) (Figure 5A-vii) and the
disappearance of higher angle diffraction peaks (Figure 5B-xi).
Finally, above Tm2−2, no diffraction peaks were observed in the
entire 2θ range, indicating a transition into the Iso (Figure 5A-
viii,B-xii).
To gain insights into the molecular conformation variation

and its stability during these phase transitions, we employed
the FTIR results and quantum chemical calculations (ONIOM
calculation).

The experimental FTIR spectra in the as-grown Sample-I
(α-Cr) and Sample-II (β-Cr) crystals showed similar spectra in
the 1400−800 cm−1 range, but noticeable differences were
observed around 900−800 cm−1, which we attribute to the
molecular conformation of the cations (Figure 6C−A). The
four vibrational modes in α-Cr observed around 900−800
cm−1 in Figure 6A′−C′ can be attributed to the following: the
out-of-plane C−H stretching of the azobenzene moiety (867
and 859 cm−1), the C−H bending of the alkyl chain (859 and
846 cm−1), and the out-of-plane C−H stretching of the
imidazolium moiety (846 and 832 cm−1). The two peaks in β-
Cr are attributed to the following: the out-of-plane C−H
stretching of the azobenzene moiety and the C−H bending of
the alkyl chain (857 cm−1), and the C−H bending of the alkyl
chain and the out-of-plane C−H stretching of the imidazolium
moiety (840 cm−1). Combined with the negligible energy
difference (∼1 kJ mol−1) between the two conformations
obtained from the calculations, these results suggest that the
intermolecular Coulombic interaction plays a crucial role in the
series of crystallization processes (Table S4).54,55

Upon first heating at approximately Tm1−1, at which point
the α-Cr transitions into SmA, the FTIR spectra above Tm1−1
closely matched that of in β-Cr, suggesting that a conforma-
tional alteration occurred, which changed the L-form in α-Cr

Figure 5. (A) SAXS, (B) XRD-DSC analysis, and (C) DSC (black line: temperature; red line: heat flow) of 1-Bf during the second heating process
compared with the calculated patterns based on the independently determined initial single-crystal structures. The 2θ values correspond to those
using λ of Cu Kα radiation. The intensities for a part of the SAXS (4 ≤ 2θ /° ≤ 8) measurements are multiplied by a factor of two for clarity. The
starting sample was Sample-I (α-Cr).
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to the SS-form in β-Cr. The subsequent series of transitions
from SmA to Iso and cooling back to SmA exhibited no
spectral shifts in the FTIR spectra, indicating that Iso and SmA
maintained the same SS-form conformation. Upon further
cooling from SmA to i-Cr and finally to β-Cr, the two peaks
(857 and 840 cm−1) did not show a significant change,
indicating that the SS-form was maintained throughout the
crystalline phases. The absence of conformational alteration
after the initial transition at Tm1−1 confirms that the c-axis
contraction observed in the intermediate crystal i-Cr was not
due to the presence of the two forms of cations but likely due
to the distribution of the SS-form cation positions. From these
results, we identified the β-Cr phase as the cc-Cr and
concluded that the crucial process in the formation of cold
crystals with the β-Cr structure is the ordering into an
intermediate crystalline phase (i-Cr) during cooling after the
melting of the initial crystal into Iso.
In summary, the cold crystal of 1-Bf consists of cations in

the step-stair conformation that is irreversibly formed after the
first melting of the initial crystal, α-Cr, at Tm1−1. This
molecular conformation persists throughout the subsequent
phases: Iso, SmA, i-Cr, and cc-Cr. The intermediate phase i-Cr
is a crystalline phase capable of hosting a wide range of
displacements in cation positions, which act as the nuclei in the
following cold crystallization process. Overall, the cold
crystallization of 1-Bf is a crystallization process that selects
the step-stair conformation that is more metastable than the
linear form in the initial crystal.

3. CONCLUSIONS
The cold crystallization of 1-Bf was investigated based on
thermal analysis, structural analysis, infrared spectroscopy, and
quantum chemical calculations. We found that the structure of
the cold crystal phase of 1-Bf consisted of cations in the step-

stair conformation that is formed when the as-grown crystal
synthesized in dichloromethane consisting of a linear
conformation transforms into a smectic liquid crystal.
Subsequent cooling of the liquid crystal phase maintains the
bulky step-stair conformation and results in a disordered
crystal that can accommodate a wide range of displacements in
the cation positions. It is this energy stored in the frustrated
crystal that causes cold crystallization upon reheating.
From the perspective of thermal energy utilization, materials

with melting points between 100 and 150 °C have Tg’s below
room temperature according to the two-third rule. For
example, a material used in automobiles to store waste heat
would be in a supercooled liquid state at room temperature.
This would lead to practical instability due to abnormal heat
dissipation through solidification triggered by several factors,
such as vibration owing to the opening and closing of doors.
Instead, the intermediate crystals formed in 1-Bf offer stable
thermal energy storage near room temperature. The thermal
energy associated with cold crystallization would be best
utilized if minimal heat was generated by crystallization during
cooling. Future research should be conducted to fine-tune the
molecular structure to increase the heat capacity associated
with cold crystallization, thereby improving the reliability and
controllability of this phenomenon in several applications.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
4.1. Sample Synthesis. 1-{[4′-(4″-Nitrophenylazo)-

phenyloxy]}hexyl-3-methyl-1H-imidazol-3-ium bromide (1-
Br) was synthesized according to the previously reported
procedure.37 The total yield was 52%. 1-Br (2.0 g, 4.1 mmol)
was dissolved in 30 mL of H2O. A solution of LiBF4 (2.0 g, 21
mmol) in 20 mL of H2O was added dropwise to the 1-Br
solution. This mixture was stirred for 1 h at 80 °C under a N2
atmosphere. The precipitate was filtered from the solution and
washed several times with water. The crude product was
dissolved in dichloromethane, recrystallized, and dried under
vacuum for 24 h to obtain pure orange needle-shaped crystals
of 1-Bf (1.3 g, 65%), which we define as the α phase (α-Cr). A
half portion of the initial crystals was further dissolved in
ethanol and recrystallized (0.5 g, 79%), which we define as the
β phase (β-Cr). All reagents and solvents used for the synthesis
were purchased from TCI Co., Ltd., Japan, and used without
further purification. Elemental analyses were carried out on a
Thermo Scientific FLASH 2000 elemental analyzer. The
product was dissolved in tetrahydrofuran and mixed with the
matrix solution for mass spectroscopy measurements. The
mixture solution (∼1 μL) was dropped on the measuring plate
and dried before conducting matrix-assisted laser desorption
ionization-time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF
MS) analysis (ultrafleXtreme, Bruker Japan). All spectra were
measured in both positive ion mode and negative ion mode in
the reflector mode, where a 355 nm Nd-YAG laser was used to
ionize the sample. All spectra were averaged from 5000 laser
shots irradiated over the entire sample area. The product was
further characterized after dissolving in deuterated chloroform
(CDCl3) by 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and 13C
NMR spectroscopic analyses (AVANCEIII-600 with Cryo
Probe, Bruker Biospin), where 600 MHz was used for 1H
NMR. We confirmed the purity of ionic liquid 1-Bf by 1H
NMR and 13C NMR (Figures S6 and S7). The melting point
was determined as the onset temperature during heating for
the first cycle of the DSC measurements. Consequently, the
orange needle-shaped crystals (α-Cr) with a melting point of

Figure 6. FTIR spectra of 1-Bf taken during (A) the first thermal
cycle and the second heating process at (i) room temperature and
immediately after the phase transitions at (ii) Tm1−1, (iii) Tm1−2, (iv)
Tc1−1, (v) Tc1−2, and (vi) Tcc. (B) Comparison of the FTIR spectra for
α-Cr and β-Cr. (C) Calculated IR spectra in L-form and SS-form
molecules are shown for comparison. (A′−C′) Magnified region of
interest (red dotted area at 900−800 cm−1) from (A−C). The starting
sample was Sample-I (α-Cr).
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122.5 °C (first heating process) exhibited the following
characteristics: 1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 9.04 (1H, s,
imidazolium ring), 8.34−8.36 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz, Ar−H),
7.96−7.98 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz, Ar−H), 7.93−7.95 (2H, d, J =
9.0 Hz, Ar−H), 7.20 (2H, s, imidazolium ring), 7.00−7.02
(2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz, Ar−H), 4.23 (2H, t, J = 7.5 Hz, N−CH2),
4.06 (2H, t, J = 6.0 Hz, OCH2), 3.98 (3H, s, N−CH3), 1.95
(2H, m, CH2), 1.83 (2H, m, CH2), 1.58 (2H, m, CH2), 1.45
(2H, m, CH2).

13C NMR (150 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 25.39, 25.86,
28.80, 29.97, 36.62, 50.26, 68.02, 114.95, 121.67, 123.14,
123.17, 124.76, 125.68, 137.45, 146.89, 148.26, 156.07, 162.76.
Elemental analysis calculated for C22H26N5O3BF4: C, 53.35; H,
5.29; N, 14.14%. Found: C, 53.35; H, 4.91; N, 13.76%. Mass
analysis: calculated for C22H26N5O3

+BF4
−, C22H26N5O3

+

408.2030, BF4
− 87.0035; found, C22H26N5O3

+ 408.21, BF4
−

87.01 (Figure S8).
4.2. Thermal Analyses. The phase transition behavior of

1-Bf was investigated between −30 and 180 °C using a
differential scanning calorimeter (Mettler Toledo, DSC-1).
Measurements were conducted under a N2 atmosphere (50
mL min−1) using an aluminum open pan at a scanning rate of
±5.0 °C min−1. The onset temperature of thermal anomaly is
defined as the phase transition temperature throughout this
work.
Simultaneous powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) and DSC

analyses were conducted for the as-prepared 1-Bf sample using
a measurement system comprising an X-ray diffractometer
(SmartLab) and differential scanning calorimeter (Rigaku
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). The DSC measurements were
taken between 0 and 180 °C at a scanning rate of ±5.0 °C
min−1 under a N2 atmosphere (100 mL min−1). The 2θ range
for the XRD measurements was set from 5 to 35°, and
measurements were taken at 24° min−1, corresponding to a
temperature variation of 6.25 °C min−1 from the beginning to
the end of a single XRD measurement. A monochromatic Cu
Kα (λ = 1.541862 Å) radiation was used as the X-ray source.
4.3. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR).

FTIR measurements were carried out using an FTIR
spectrophotometer (FTS7000e, Agilent). All single-point
spectra were recorded at 4 cm−1 spectral resolution. Measure-
ments were carried out in the temperature range between 0
and 180 °C at a scanning rate of ±5.0 °C min−1 under a N2 gas
flow using a heating/cooling stage (10036L, Japan High Tech
Co.). The samples were thinly spared by a sampling knife on a
BaF2 aperture plate.
4.4. Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS). Small-angle

X-ray scattering experiments were performed using beamline
BL8S3 at the Aichi Synchrotron Radiation Center, Aichi,
Japan. The X-ray wavelength and energy were 0.15 nm and 8.2
keV, respectively, where a camera length of 1170.4 mm was
used. An imaging plate (Pilatus 100 k, Dectris, Baden-Daettwil,
Switzerland) was used as the detector with an exposure time of
58 s. A scattering vector (q) range of 0.09 to 5.44 nm−1 was
used, where q is defined as 4πsinθ/λ = 2π/d (2θ, scattering
angle; λ, wavelength; d, diffraction plane distance). The two-
dimensional (2D) scattering data were converted to one-
dimensional (1D) data based on the q values using the FIT2D
software package. A 1-Bf sample (∼1 mg) was incorporated
into a hole (diameter = 3 mm; thickness = 0.6 mm) on the
aluminum plate holder. The SAXS measurements were carried
out in the temperature range between 0 and 180 °C at a
scanning rate of ±5.0 °C min−1 under a N2 atmosphere (50

mL min−1). The 2θ values for SAXS (Figures 2, 4A, and 5A)
were converted to those using λ of the Cu Kα radiation.

4.5. Crystallography. To identify the crystal structure of
1-Bf to serve as references, two sets of single-crystal fragments,
an α-Cr (0.07 × 0.04 × 0.03 mm3) and a β-Cr (0.84 × 0.08 ×
0.06 mm3), were picked up from the product recrystallized in
dichloromethane (orange needle-shaped crystals, Sample-I)
and in ethanol (yellow crystals, Sample-II), respectively.
Similarly, crystal fragments (0.02 × 0.02 × 0.01 mm3) of
Sample-II after DSC analysis and cooled to room temperature
(Sample-III) are defined as a cold crystal (cc-Cr).
Single-crystal XRD was conducted by mounting these

selected single crystals, namely, the α-Cr, the β-Cr, and the
cc-Cr, on the XRD system (Rigaku, XtaLAB Synergy Custom
DW system, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a rotating anode X-
ray generator and a hybrid photon counting detector (HyPix-
6000). The crystal was held at a constant temperature of −180
°C (93.15 K) during data collection, where ω scans were
conducted using Cu Kα radiation. The CrysAlisPro56 program
suite was used for data collection, scaling, multiscan absorption
correction, and data reduction. The structure was solved with
the ShelXT57 solution program using dual methods with
Olex258 as the graphical interface. The model was refined with
ShelXL (ver. 2018/3)59 using the full-matrix least-squares
method on |F|.2 All non-hydrogen atoms were refined
anisotropically, while hydrogen atomic positions were
calculated geometrically and refined using the riding hydrogen
model.
The Crystallographic Data Centre was used to relate the

deposition numbers CCDC-2045382, 2024816, and 2024817
to compounds 1-Bf (α-Cr), 1-Bf (β-Cr), and 1-Bf (cc-Cr).
Copies of the data can be obtained free of charge via http://
www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/conts/retrieving.html (or from the Cam-
bridge Crystallographic Data Centre, 12, Union Road,
Cambridge, CB21EZ, U.K.; fax: +441223 336033; email:
deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk).
1-Bf (α-Cr): C22H26N5O3BF4, Mw = 495.29, orange needle,

monoclinic, space group P21/c, a = 8.6295(3) Å, b =
18.4095(7) Å, c = 14.6734(6) Å, β = 95.813(4)°, V =
2319.10(15) Å3, Z = 4, Dcalcd = 1.419 g cm−3, T = 93.15 K,
12489 reflections collected, 4530 independent (Rint = 0.0963),
GOF = 1.071, R1 = 0.0766, wR2 = 0.2062 for all reflections.
1-Bf (β-Cr): C22H26N5O3BF4, Mw = 495.29, yellow block,

triclinic, space group P-1, a = 6.2676(3) Å, b = 7.2265(5) Å, c
= 25.7041(8) Å, α = 93.703(4)°, β = 91.665(3)°, γ =
94.709(5)°, V = 1157.17(10) Å3, Z = 2, Dcalcd = 1.421 g cm−3,
T = 93.15 K, 10916 reflections collected, 4491 independent
(Rint = 0.0437), GOF = 1.050, R1 = 0.0644, wR2 = 0.1957 for
all reflections.
1-Bf (cc-Cr): C22H26N5O3BF4, Mw = 495.29, yellow block,

triclinic, space group P-1, a = 6.3153(7) Å, b = 7.2355(11) Å, c
= 25.527(3) Å, α = 93.493(12)°, β = 91.539(10)°, γ =
94.822(10)°, V = 1159.6(3) Å3, Z = 2, Dcalcd = 1.419 g cm−3, T
= 93.15 K, 9357 reflections collected, 2549 independent (Rint =
0.1049), GOF = 1.401, R1 = 0.1414, wR2 = 0.4499 for all
reflections.

4.6. Computational Details. We conducted quantum
chemical calculations to elucidate the potential energy
landscape of the materials and to analyze the FTIR spectra
using the Ganssian09 and Gaussian16 program packages.60,61

An isolated 1-Bf molecule optimized under vacuum condition
is not a good model of the actual crystal structure because it
would not retain its original conformation and the relative
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position of the ion pair in the absence of an appropriate
packing force. Therefore, for each of α-Cr and β-Cr phases, we
employed an 18-molecule cluster model composed of 1 central
molecule and 17 peripheral ones. The initial structure was
constructed based on the atomic coordinates determined by
the single-crystal X-ray analysis, which the structure was
refined in the following steps: (1) the geometry of the central
molecule was optimized at the HF/6-31G level with the
peripheral molecules being fixed, (2) each of the peripheral
molecules was replaced with the optimized structure of the
central molecule, (3) the central molecule of the thus-obtained
structure was optimized with the ONIOM method at the
B3LYP/6-311G** and the HF/6-31G levels for the center and
the peripheral molecules, respectively, and (4) the processes
(2) and (3) were repeated and we confirmed that the
difference in total energy was within 2 kJ mol−1 per molecule
between the first and the final steps of the optimization.62,63

Thus, we were convinced that we obtained the optimized
structures of 1-Bf in the molecular environment of the given
crystal structures, and hence we calculated the normal-mode
vibrations to reproduce the IR spectral intensity.
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